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Introduction

I briefly mentioned it last time, LATEX is a Turing complete language.
Something you wouldn’t expect from a typesetting system, would
you? :)
To prove this, I will show an implementation of a three-state busy
beaver Turing machine.
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Disclaimer

Nothing of this is my work. I used
http://en.literateprograms.org as my primary source (plus
some Wikipedia for brushing up my Turing machine knowledge).
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http://en.literateprograms.org/Turing_machine_simulator_%28LaTeX%29


Turing machines?

1. tape (infinite)

2. symbols in positions (finite)

3. state machine: table depicting actions

4. head: controlled by state machine, reads and writes to positions
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Busy beaver

Introduced by Tibor Radó in 1962.

Definition

An n-state busy beaver game is a class of Turing machines with:

I n > 0 states plus a halt state, one state is start state

I single tape, infinite in both directions

I symbols are {0, 1} (we are computer scientists, right)

such that the machine starts on a tape filled with zeroes. Its score is
the number of ones when the machine finishes.

source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Busy beaver
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Busy_beaver


Busy beaver

The value of the maximum attainable score is very difficult to
compute. Only values up to n = 5 are known. For n = 5 the
champion produces 4098 ones, for n = 6 the lower bound is 1018267.
There is an interesting relationship between busy beavers and
computability (because it basically gives an upper bound to the
number of steps one has to simulate a Turing machine in order to
check for the halting problem).
But back to LATEX now.
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A three-state busy beaver

We will implement a three-state busy beaver in LATEX macros. It will
take 14 steps by the way, so a complete trace of the steps will be
given.

\documentclass[12pt]{article}

definitions

\begin{document}

document text

\end{document}
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We want nice output

\title{The Tale of the Busy Beaver}

\maketitle

\RunTuringMachine
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The head

\newcounter{headpos}

\setcounter{headpos}{0}

\newcommand{\Moveleft}{\addtocounter{headpos}{-1}%

moved one position to the \textbf{left}}

\newcommand{\Moveright}{\addtocounter{headpos}{1}%

moved one position to the \textbf{right}}
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The tape (reading)

\newcommand{\ReadTape}[1]{%

\expandafter\let\expandafter\TapeAtHead\expandafter=%

\csname TapeAt\arabic{headpos}\endcsname%

\ifx\TapeAtHead\relax\expandafter\def\TapeAtHead{zero}\fi

\def#1{\TapeAtHead}

}
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The tape (writing)

\newcommand{\Write}[1]{%

\expandafter\def\csname TapeAt\arabic{headpos}\endcsname{#1}%

wrote a \textbf{#1} at this position, }
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State machine

\newcommand{\StateInitialText}{Initially the busy beaver was in state }

\newcounter{step}

\setcounter{step}{0}

\newcommand{\State}[1]{\ReadTape{\Symbol}%

\StateInitialText \textbf{#1}.%

\renewcommand{\StateInitialText}{and switched to state }

\addtocounter{step}{1}%

At the beginning of step \textbf{\arabic{step}}, the busy beaver was

in state \textbf{#1}, sitting at position \textbf{\arabic{headpos}}

of the tape. The tape at this position contained a \textbf{\Symbol}.

The beaver \csname#1\Symbol\endcsname}

\newcommand{\RunTuringMachine}{\State{A}}
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State table

\newcommand{\Azero}{\Write{one}\Moveright\State{B}}

\newcommand{\Aone}{\Write{one}\Moveleft\State{C}}

\newcommand{\Bzero}{\Write{one}\Moveleft\State{A}}

\newcommand{\Bone}{\Write{one}\Moveright\State{B}}

\newcommand{\Czero}{\Write{one}\Moveleft\State{B}}

\newcommand{\Cone}{\Write{one}\Moveleft\State{Halt}}

\newcommand{\Haltzero}{\Halt}

\newcommand{\Haltone}{\Halt}

\newcommand{\Halt}{stopped any activity.}
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State machine

A B C
0 1RB 0RC 1LC
1 1RH 0RB 1LA
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That’s it

So we’ve built a Turing machine in LATEX, simulating a three-state
busy beaver. If you’ve counted (and looked at turing.tex), we have
a total of 84 lines including excessive whitespace and comments.
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The output

We will now look at turing.dvi, the result of invoking
latex turing.
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